
 

                         ZORAM  MEDICAL COLLEGE 
Examination for recruitment to the post of UDC 

Paper- 2                  Full marks : 100 
                                                                                                                                                       Time : 3 hours 

All question carry one mark each. Attempt all questions 
       A.Current Affairs and General Knowledge: 75 Marks 

1. The Internet Protocol address of each computer is: 
a) Unique  b) Same     c) Continue    d) Structured 
2. Which of the following is not an example of storage device? 
a) C.D.        b)D.V.D    c)Loop Pattern   d)Hard Disk  
3. What is the full form of USB as used in computer related activities? 
a) United Serial Bus    b)Universal Security Block   c)Universal Serial Bus       d)Ultra Security Block 
4. Which Indian among the following has awarded France’s highest civilian honour ‘Chevalier de l’ordre 

National de la Legion d’ Honneur? 
a) Sanjiv Puri     b)A.S. Kiran Kumar   c)A.K. Sikri        d)K.S. Radhakrishnan 
5. Who will represent India at Miss World 2019 in Thailand? 
a) Shivani Jadhav   b)Neha Kakkar   c)Suman Rao      d)Shreya Shankar 
6. As per WTO data India’s share in world exports in 2018 was: 
a) 1.5%      b)1.6%      c)1.7%      d)1.8% 
7. The ‘Strategy for New India@75’ document has been prepared by: 
a) Ministry of Finance    b)NITI Aayog           c)RBI               d)National Council of Applied Economic 

Research 
8. Who is the winner of the Man Booker International Prize 2019? 
a) Don Delillo     b)Peter Carey    c)Salman Rushdie      d)JokhaAlharthi 
9. Who was sworn as the new Prime Minister of Thailand? 
a) Prayuth Chan-ocha     b)ThanathornJuangroon-Gruangkit    c)PalangPracharat    d)PurawichWatanasukh 
10. Which of the following countries hosted the 19th Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) Summit? 
a) India                b)Kyrgyzstan                c)Tajikistan            d)Kazakhstan 
11. Which country got the highest remittances from its ‘Diaspora’ in 2018 according to World Bank? 
a) China          b)Mexico          c)India             d)Egypt 
12. Which is the largest country in terms of area-wise in the world? 
a) Canada      b)U.S.A.      c)China      d)Russia 
13. Who was sworn-in as new Chief Minister on May 27, 2019? 
a) P.S. Golay         b)Pawan Kumar Chamling      c)P.D. Rai         d)BaichungBhutia 
14. Which city has been awarded the cleanest city in the country in the Swachh Survekshan 2019? 
a) Delhi            b)Patna           c)Lucknow          d)Indore 
15. Which country has honoured Prime Minister Narendra Modi with its highest medal ‘The Zayed Medal’? 
a) Iran          b)Iraq           c)UAE         d)Malaysia 
16. Which Union Territory of India has the lowest sex-ratio as per the 2011 census? 
a) Chandigarh        b)Daman and Diu       c)Lakshadweep       d)Dadra and Nagar Haveli 
17. Which State of India is called the ‘Queen of Spices’? 
a) Tamil Nadu        b)Andhra Pradesh        c)Kerala              d)Himachal Pradesh 
18. How many seats was won by Mizo National Front (MNF) in 2018 Assembly Election? 
a) 24           b)25           c)26          d)27 
19. How many articles are originally there in the Indian Constitution? 
a) 394           b)395       c)396         d)397 
20. How many Five-Year Plans so far is implemented by Government of India? 
a) 10         b)11         c)12        d)13 
21. Who is the first Woman Defence Ministry of independent India? 
a) Indira Gandhi    b)Sushma Swaraj       c)Nirmala Sitharaman     d)Sheela Dixit 
22. Who among the following has won the Nobel Peace Prize 2018? 
a) Willian Nordhaus     b)Denis Mukwege     c)Paul Romer       d)Arthur Ashkin 
23. In which State is the Aravalli Ranges located? 
a) Himachal Pradesh     b)Odisha       c)Rajasthan        d)Andhra Pradesh 
24. Which is the largest country in terms of area-wise in the world? 
a)Canada      b)U.S.A.      c) China      d) Russia 
25. Sustainable Development Goals consist of: 
a) 16      b)17        c)18          d)19 
26. Which of the following is not a Greenhouse Gas? 
a) Carbon Dioxide   b)Methane     c)Oxygen       d)Chlorofluoro Carbons 
27. Which of the following doses not require a Medium? 
a) Convection       b)Conduction     c)Radiation       d)None of These 
28.  Loudness of sound is measured in terms of: 
a) Frequency       b)Amplitude       c)Velocity        d)Wavelength 
29. Electric current in a wire consists of: 
a) Flow of Electrons      b)Flow of electrically charged Fluid   
 c)Flow of Molecules      d)Succession of Tiny Sparks 
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30. Which country has won the 2019 Cricket World Cup? 
a) India      b)Australia       c)England         d)New Zealand 
31. Who won English Premier League Football title? 
a) Chelsea          b)Manchester City         c)Leicester City        d)Blackburn Rovers 
32. Which country clinched the Sultan Azlan Shah hockey title 2019? 
a) India         b)South Korea         c)Malaysia        d)Pakistan 
33. The Grammy Awards associated with which field: 
a) Film        b)Music          c)Both      d)None of These 
34. Who is the best actor in the popular category awarded by Filmfare Awards 2019? 
a) AyushmannKhurrana      b)Ranbir Kapoor    c)Shahrukh Khan      d)Hrithik Roshan 
35. Who won the best actor (female) in the 19th International Indian Film Academy (IIFA) Awards 2018? 
a) Alia Bhatt       b)Kareena Kapoor        c)Deepika Padukone          d)Sridevi 
36. Who is the author of the book ‘Imaging India: Ideas for the New Century’? 
a) Shashi Tharoor     b)Arvind Panagariya       c)N.R. Narayana Murthy      d)Nandan Nilekani 
37. The book written  by Amitav Ghosh is: 
a) The Circle of Reason    b)My History          c)Undaunted: Saving the Idea of India    d)None of the Above 
38. Who was the first Governor of Mizoram? 
a) Swaraj Kaushal   b)Dr. A.P. Mukherjee     c)Hiteswar Saikia      d)None of These 
39. What is the English title of the Global Economic Prospects report January 2019 released by World Bank? 

a) Trade Tensions    b)A Decade of Reforms     c)Subdued Investments   d)Darkening Skies 
40. When was the Global Influenza Strategy for 2019-30 released by WHO? 

a) December 19, 2018      b)January 12, 2019      c)March 11, 2019     d)April 3, 2019  
41. What was the focus of the World Economic Forum (WEF) Annual Meeting 2019? 

a) Nuclear Disarmament          b) Globalization 4.0           c) Climate Change 2020   d) 
Bioengineering 

42. Which worldwide movement started on social media to demonstrate against the widespread prevalence of 
sexual harassment and sexual assault? 
a) Me Too               b)We Matter             c)Women Unite             d)No More 

43. Which country ranks highest in the Global Gender Gap Index as on December, 2018? 
a) Norway            b)Iceland                 c)Denmark            d)Sweden 

44. Which scheme was launched to assure monthly pension for unorganized sector workers during their old 
age? 
a) Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana                       b)Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana 
c)Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi Maan-dhan Yojana       d)Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi Yojana 

45. Eight climbers missing since May 26, 2019 and appearing to have died in an avalanche were scaling which 
Himalayan mountain?  
a) K2                     b)Nanda Devi               c)Mt. Everest                    d)Annapurna 

46. The “Sadaiv Atal Memorial” for former PM Atal Behari Vajpayee was dedicated to the nation on which 
date? 
a) October 15, 2018       b)November 14, 2018 c)December 15, 2018  d)December 25, 2018 

47. Which of these is not a state capital of India? 
a) Vadodara   b)Raipur  c)Ranchi   d)Dehradun 

48. Name the freedom fighter of the Mizo Azad Hind Fauj who passed away on July 21, 2019. 
a) Duhawma Khiangte      b)Darchhawna Kawlni     c)Darthawma Renthlei d)Duhthlana Khiangte 

49. According to the 2011 Census, what is the Child Sex Ratio in Mizoram? 
a) 971   b)966   c)975   d)981 

50. Which country shares its borders with the most number of nations? 
a) Brazil   b)Nigeria  c)China  d)Poland 

51. What is the capital of Qatar? 
a) Adis Ababa  b)Abu Dhabi  c)Sana’a  d)Doha 

52. Which voyager discovered the Hawaiian Islands? 
a) Vasco-da-Gama  b)Marco Polo  c)James Cook  d)Bartolomeu Dias 

53. Who invented the mobile phone? 
a) Emile Berliner  b)John Logie Baird  c)Steve Jobs  d)Martin Cooper 

54. How many Rural Development Blocks are presently in Mizoram? 
a) 18    b)24    c)26   d)29 

55. Which of these is not a computer secondary memory unit? 
a) Magnetic Disk  b)Optical Disk  c)ROM  d)Solid State Drive 

56. What is a device used for user identification through the person’s physical characteristics? 
a) Intelliscanner   b)Biometric device         c)Cryptography device     d)Octa-Core Processor 

57. What is the name given to a group of files that enable one or more hardware devices to communicate with 
the computer’s operating system? 
a) MS-DOS  b)Cache Memory  c)Driver   d)Interpreter 

58. Who co-invented the USB port? 
a) Ajay Bhatt  b)Arsh Shah Dilbagi  c)Pranav Mistry  d)Arvind Gupta 



 

59. Titan is a moon of which planet? 
a) Jupiter  b)Saturn   c)Neptune   d)Mars 

 
60. By what name is the country Surinam previously known as? 

a) British Guiana  b)South-West Africa  c)Gold Coast  d)Dutch Guiana 
61. Which district in Mizoram has the lowest population density according to Census 2011? 

a) Lunglei   b)Mamit   c)Champhai   d)Siaha 
62. What is the value of escape velocity for the earth’s surface? 

a) 6.8 km/s   b)10.5 km/s   c)11.2 km/s   d)16.8 km/s 
63. What is the largest cell in a human being? 

a) White blood cell  b)Neuron   c)PPLO    d)Female 
Ovum 

64. The International Space Station Orbit is in which layer of the atmosphere? 
a) Ionosphere  b)Mesosphere   c)Exosphere   d)Thermosphere 

65. What is Bose Einstein Condensate (BEC)? 
a) Extremely low density gas at extremely high temperatures. 
b) Extremely low density gas at extremely low temperatures. 
c) Extremely high density gas at extremely low temperatures. 
d) Extremely high density gas at extremely high temperatures. 

66. Michelangelo’s famous ‘David’ marble sculpture is located in which city? 
a) Rome   b)Turin   c)Venice   d) Florence 

67. In which year was the Nobel Prize for Economics started? 
a) 1949   b)1968    c)1976    d)1979 

68. Kawtchhuah Ropui heritage site is located near which Mizo village? 
a) Bungzung   b)Vangchhia   c)Selam   d)Farkawn 

69. Who wrote the book “A Better India A Better World”? 
a) Dr APJ Abdul Kalam b)Morarji Desai  c)NR Narayan Murthy d)Kapil Dev 

70. Which book was the Mizo Academy of Letters’ Book of the Year 2018? 
a) A Ho Tlat   b)Chhaktiang Kawlrawn c)Inleh   d)Hringnun Hrualhrui 

71. Who won “Best Director” Award at both the Academy and BAFTA Awards in 2019? 
a) Alfonso Cuaron b) Ryan Coogler         c)Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu         d)Christopher Nolan 

72. Which movie is the all-time highest grosser at the worldwide box office, unadjusted for inflation? 
a) Titanic  b)Star Wars: The Force Awakens c)Avatar d)Avengers: Endgame 

73. Who was selected as No. 1 in the “100 Greatest Singers of All Time” by Rolling Stone Magazine in 2010? 
a) Elvis Presley b)Whitney Houston  c)Aretha Franklin  d)Freddie Mercury 

74. Which team won the I-League title in 2018-19? 
a) Minerva Punjab  b)Chennai City F.C  c) Churchill Brothers S.C d)East Bengal 

F.C 
75. Which team was crowned NBA World Champions 2018-19? 

a) Milwaukee Bucks     b)Houston Rockets    c)Golden State Warriors d)Toronto 
Raptors 

 
B. Simple Arithmetic: 25 Marks 

76. The average of the first five multiples of 9 is: 
a) 25   b)26   c)27   d)28 

77. What is the rate of discount if a jacket which costs Rs. 4000 is sold for Rs. 3200? 
a) 15%  b)18%   c)20%   d)25% 

78. The interest obtained on a sum of Rs. 5000 for 3 years is Rs. 1500. Find the rate percent. 
a) 10%  b)12%   c)14%   d)15% 

 
79. The value of  (0.96)3 – (0.1)3  is:  

(0.96)2 + 0.096 + (0.1)2 
 

a) 0.86  b)0.92   c)0.97   d)1.02 
80. 0.002 X 0.5 = ? 

a) 0.1   b)0.01   c)0.001  d)0.0001 
81. In covering a distance of 30 km, Robert takes 2 hours more than Sam. If Robert doubles his speed, then he 

would take 1 hour less than Sam. Robert's speed is: 
a) 5 kmph  b)6 kmph  c)6.25 kmph  d)7.5 kmph 

82. The percentage increase in the area of a rectangle, if each of its sides is increased by 20% is: 
a) 80 %  b)20 %   c)34 %   d)44 % 

83. Three numbers are in the ratio 3:4:5 and their L.C.M is 2400.What is their H.C.F? 
a) 30   b)120   c)60   d)40 

84. Find the 15th term of the sequence 20,15,10…..  
a) -45   b)-55   c)-50   d)0 
 



 

85. A farmer has some cows and hens. If the number of heads be 48 and the number of feet equals 140, then 
the number of hens will be: 
a) 22   b)23   c)24   d)26 

86. The square root of 64009 is: 
a) 253  b)347   c)363   d)803 

 
87. The measurement of the angle swept by the hour and minute hands of a clock at 10:10 AM is: 

a) 1500  b)600
   c)1200   d)900  

88. The radius of a circle with an area of 1386 sq.m is: 
a) 11 m  b)16 m   c)19 m   d)21 m 

89. . The average age of three boys is 15 year. If there age are in ration 3:5:7, then the actual  age of elder boy 
is  

  (a)    7 year  (b)    14 year   (c)     30 year  (d)   21 year. 
      90.  The cast price of 10 article is equal to the selling price of 9 articles. Find the profit   percent  

  (a)    11   %  (b)    1 %   (c)     9 %  (d)   9  % 

91. What sum of money will produce Rs. 143 interest in 3  years at 2  % simple interest? 

  (a)    1620 Rs.  (b)    1840 Rs.   (c)     1480 Rs.  (d)   1760 Rs. 

92. In what time Rs. 72 becomes Rs. 81 at 6  % per annum simple interest? 

  (a)    2 years  (b)    3 years   (c)     2  years  (d)   1  years 

93. If  1.5 𝑥 = 0.05 𝑦,   then the value of       is 

  (a)    0.731  (b)    0.935   (c)     1.55  (d)   3.25 
94. A man cyclic to his office at the rate of 12.5 km/hr and he is late by 14 minutes.  However, if he travels at 
15 km/hr he is late by 6 minutes only. What is the distance between his house and the office ? 
  (a)    15 km  (b)    7 km   (c)     12 km  (d)   10 km 
95. If 𝐷 is the midpoint of the hypotenuse 𝐴𝐶 of a right angle ∆ 𝐴𝐵𝐶, then  
  (a)    𝐵𝐷 = 𝐴𝐵  (b)    𝐵𝐷 = 𝐵𝐶  (c)    𝐴𝐶 = 2𝐵𝐷 (d)   𝐵𝐷 = 𝐴𝐶 
96. If the diagonal of two square are in the ration 2:5, then area will be in the ratio of  

  (a)    √2 ∶  √5  (b)    2 : 5   (c)    4 : 25  (d)   4 : 5 
 Direction (97-100) : The Pie chart given below shows the marks obtained by a students in an examination.  

                                                                        
If the total marks obtained by him in the examination were 540, answer the question given below on the above 
pie chart. 
97. In which subject, did the student obtain 105 marks?    
  (a)    Maths  (b)    Social Science     (c)    Science  (d)   Mizo 
98. What is the central angle corresponding of Science? 
  (a)    400  (b)    800   (c)    750  (d)   600 
99. How many more marks were obtained by the student in Maths than those in Mizo? 
  (a)    30  (b)    20                 (c)    10  (d)   40 
100. How many marks were obtained by the student in Science? 
  (a)    130  (b)    120       (c)   125  (d)   140 


